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CONWOMAN OR HUMANITARIAN?  

Who was the enigmatic Susan Mitchell?  

What happened to the hundreds of millions of dollars she stole from the 

investors who flocked to her innovative investment fund?  

At the height of her success but with major questions being asked, Susan 

Mitchell disappeared without a trace along with all the money that her 

customers had invested. 

This documentary will investigate the company that she took over and the 

innovative fund she developed. It will further delve into the mysterious 

background of Susan Mitchell by talking to those that knew her best. 

We will try to understand where she came from, who she was working with and 

exactly how she could disappear off the face of the earth with all that money? 

Join me, Stephen Grace, as we go on the search for the elusive Susan Mitchell - 

The Woman Who Stole the World. 

The Woman Who Stole the World is the 3rd and final instalment of The Man 

Who Corrupted Heaven Trilogy. 

It is a completely self-contained fictional work written in the style of a True 

Crime Podcast. 
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AUTHOR BIO 
Andrew Hood was born in Victoria Australia in 1973 and is 

an author, blogger, salesman and family man. 

His personal blog, 'The Weekly Tipping Point', was awarded 

No.39 in the "Top 101 Best & Most Inspiring Blogs" and he 

has been a guest blogger on 'The Guided Mind' and 'Change 

Your Thoughts - Change Your Life' blogs since 2014. 

Andrew's insight in the human psyche and willingness to 

share his learnings with the world has earned him feedback 

such as: 

....What a wonderful style of authenticity, raw emotion, 

pure energy and a desire for life.... 

....Reading through your lines, one feels relaxed and 

confident, almost elevated standing beside a man in his true 

power.... 

....You have a gentle and impactful way to remind your 

readers about the gift of life and life experiences.... 
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A CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR 
 

HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH THE TITLE FOR YOUR BOOK, ‘THE WOMAN 

WHO STOLE THE WORLD’?  

I wanted it to be very strong and a little impossible to do like ‘The Man Who 

Corrupted Heaven’. 

 

DO YOU HEAR FROM YOUR READERS MUCH? WHAT KINDS OF THINGS DO 

THEY SAY?  

Yes, they say beautiful things to me on Facebook about my first book. Some say 

that it is one of their favourite books of all time. I also get nasty messages from 

Christians calling me names for my book title ‘The Man Who Corrupted Heaven’. 

Some of them really hate that reference and it has caused fights between them 

and my supporters online. 

 

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR YOUR FUTURE BOOKS?  

I am already halfway through a new book in a new series. 
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